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Abstract: Now a days, banking sector involves in every financial transaction that any country would like to do, resulting that the banking industry is totally changed based on the global forces. The worldwide requires many changes to follow up with the technologies and innovations that the globe faces regarding financial services. This study is highlighting the modern orientation of the globe toward the Islamic banking, finance fundamentals and contemporary issues.
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INTRODUCTION

Since, the mid-1980s and following globalization, the institutionalization of financial markets and the development of derivative markets, there has been an overlap in the conventional intermediation between financial intermediaries and markets. In this context, the new approach of financial intermediation dwells on the role of financial intermediaries in reducing participation costs and risk management rather than in asymmetric information (Allen and Santomero 1997; Farook and Annsari 2018). However, in Islamic finance as noted by Allen et al. (2005) Islamic banks do not play an important role in capital markets. The implication of Islamic banks in the Sukuk market is still less developed. Islamic banks are notably buyers rather than Sukuk issuers.

In the financial world, the Tunisian economy shifted from an “overdraft economy” to a “liberalized overdraft economy” despite the promotion measures of the market. The Tunisian financing system has been dominated by the classical intermediation (credits-deposits) since banks are both the greatest collectors of savings and privileged credit suppliers. Until 2011, the non-bank financial sector accounted for about 20% of all financial system assets (Anonymous, 2012). The funds raised by the Tunisian Stock Market which was founded in 1969, represented only 2% of the GDP in 2011. Nevertheless, the IMF report in 2012 underlined significant opportunities to increase the supply of equity and fixed-income products and promote long-term institutional investments in Tunisia. In this respect, the relationships between Islamic banks and the Sukuk markets can be important.

Since, the revolution in 2011, Tunisia has tried to invest heavily in infrastructure as a means of providing economic stimulus in the short-run and to lay the foundations for economic growth. Although, banks cannot finance such projects due to the required important funds which are beyond their ability, the Sukuk constitute a viable solution to infrastructure and projects financing. For example, the Islamic Development Bank used the Sukuk to finance infrastructure projects in the medium and long-run in Morocco, Egypt, Senegal and Malaysia.

Islamic finance: The Islamic finance term conveys several thoughts that consist of to the Islamic regulation, tenets and requirements, the various observations approximately the Islamic handling an account idea framed an alternate spot the various pupils and researchers. Correctly, the distinct definitions depended on the capacities, targets and sporting activities of the Islamic banks, a number of those definitions have exact as takes after:

The knowledge of building up the general business enterprise of Islamic banks particular within the most important passage of the 15 article inside the that means of Islamic bank as 'Islamic banks implied in this Regulation those banks or foundations that their essential law and their tenets expressly specific the conserving fast to the requirements of Sharia and now not to good deal in enthusiasm, taking and giving. While Dr. Ahmed Al-Najjar the pioneer of Islamic coping with an account in Egypt characterized the Islamic banks as a budgetary framework that point the advancement paintings inside the gadget of Islamic regulation, follow all profound fine that came in
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the extremely good legal guidelines and attempts to redress the potential of capital in most people and the improvement of social shape Al-Najjar. The that means of the Islamic Bank within the “economic components of cash, dealing with an account and international change” for “Mubarak and Youni” that budgetary foundation long gone for pooling property and reserve funds from every one of the people who might prefer now not to control Reba (top class) and in a while paintings to make use of them in various fields of financial motion and moreover giving distinctive retaining cash administrations to customers as in step with Islamic Sharia and bolster the locations of engaging in monetary and social advancement within the institution. The established order of Islamic saving money and safety that established in 1990 characterized the Islamic coping with an account as a meeting of economic physical games that observe the Islamic law and its practices via building up the Islamic financial matters in which those recognitions assembles to form Islamic banks to offer an option premise to Muslims albeit Islamic maintaining money isn’t always confined to Muslims (Anonymous, 1995).

In recent Malaysian study by Mariadas and Murthy (2017) found that the Islamic banking has become one of the fastest growing industry in Malaysia and conventional banks have to compete with Islamic banking to maintain their market share. They are quite competent in the banking sector and it plays a big role among the service industry in Malaysia today (Mariadas and Murthy 2017).

**RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND ECONOMIC GROWTH**

Determining the relationship between the financial development and economic growth took many level of investigation. The first level relies on investigating the relationship from a general perspective which focused on the studying the financial development entirely, i.e., by using all the components. The second level tries to investigate deeply through using one of the financial system components such as studying the relationship between the stock market development and economic growth (Levine and Zervos 1996; Arestis et al., 2001; Caporale et al., 2004; Enisan and Oluwasayo 2009; Vazakidis and Adamopoulos 2009). Furthermore, other studies concentrated on the relationship between the intermediaries and the, economic growth (Apergis et al., 2007; Klein and Oliveri 2008; Hasan et al., 2009). The third level of investigation concerns about the relationship between the contracts and economic growth (Allen et al., 2005; Acemoglu et al., 2006; Klein and Oliveri 2008).

Since, the initial emergence of the Islamic banking concept, it tried to overcome the misperception about the Islamic banking concept objectives. Is often, people linking the Islamic banking concept to the level of commitment of the Islamic law, thinking that the Islamic banking concept came to meet Muslims needs only while in the other side, the Islamic banking concept in general, comes to fill the conventional concept defects through the Islamic approach. The previous successive financial global crisis has highlighted the deficit from the conventional side, it has clearly emerged in poring over credit (Rizvi et al., 2015).

**CONCLUSION**

The lack of many previous studies that investigated the relationship between the financial development and economic growth the noticeable lack of depth in measuring the development component influence, most of these studies didn’t consider the finance sources of developing the financial market sector. Financial market instruments such as issuing stocks, bonds issuing and financial intermediaries which form an important source in mobilizing financial markets, although, bond markets are the second resource of financing for businesses, a large body of the literature has largely neglected this key vector of the external finance. Only a handful of recent papers paid special attention to the linkages between debt market and growth.

In conclusion, as result of the rapid growth of the Islamic banking and finance during the last decade, most of the economic studies have paid much attention toward identifying the real role of this type of banking industry. The majority studies (Tabash and Dhankar, 2014; Abdah and Omar, 2012; Farahani and Sadi, 2012; Farahani and Dastan, 2013; Grassa and Gazdar, 2014) have showed a positive and significant impact of developing the Islamic banks financing on the economic growth. Where many emerging economies that adopt the Islamic banking and financing witnessed a notable improvement in the economy growth as well as the causality showed an importance impact in the long and short-run.
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